FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
DAPI ANNOUNCES OPENING OF THE INSTITUTE FOR ROBOTIC PROCESS AUTOMATION & AI (IRPA AI)
COLOMBIA CHAPTER
NEW YORK, NY – JUNE 12, 2018 –The Digital Americas Pipeline (DAPI) will lead the Initiative Institute for
Robotic Process Automation & AI (IRPA AI)’s Colombia Chapter today.
The Digital Americas Pipeline Initiative, co-founded by IRPA AI and RUTA N, will provide this new chapter
with leading-edge market intelligence, best practices, networking opportunities and other essential
resources and guidance that are necessary to build a successful ecosystem. The chapter will also serve
as a platform to further deliver training, talent and access to the next wave of emerging RPA and AI tech.
“Interest in RPA & AI in Colombia is growing significantly, and people are in need of information, best
practices, networking opportunities, training, technology and thought leadership, so we’re leveraging
expertise of IRPA AI and DAPI to launch this chapter,” said IRPA AI Founder, Frank Casale. “We’re proud
to name the Digital Americas Pipeline Initiative as the lead of our Colombia Chapter.”
“We’re delighted to partner with the Digital Americas Pipeline Initiative and support IRPA AI with this
local chapter. This chapter will offer Colombia’s innovative ecosystem, development communities,
startups and AI companies a unique go-to source for information and best practices around RPA and AI,”
said Alejandro Franco Restrepo, Executive Director at RUTA N.
The Colombia chapter opening and working group will be held on Thursday, June 21st from 2pm - 4pm
at RUTA N Medellín, Calle 67 No. 52-20, Floor 1 Tower A, Multiple Room 1. If you’d like to join us, email
Carrie.Simon@irpanetwork.com to save your spot. Please note there are only 20 spots available on a
first come, first serve basis.
If you’re interested in having or launching an IRPA AI chapter in the U.S. or abroad (specifically in Asia,
Europe or Latin America), please contact Melissa Kramer at melissa.kramer@irpanetwork.com to
receive a chapter lead benefits overview summary.
About IRPA AI
Founded in 2013, the Institute for Robotic Process Automation and Artificial Intelligence (IRPA AI) is an
independent professional association and knowledge forum for the buyers, sellers, influencers and
analysts of robotic process automation, cognitive computing and artificial intelligence. Our global
network and advisory services offer leading-edge market intelligence, industry research, sourcing
assistance, events as well as offer opportunities to learn and network with stakeholders across service
industry functions. Membership in IRPA AI is free. To join and to learn more about IRPA AI please
visit: www.irpaai.com.

About Digital Americas Pipeline Initiative
The Institute for Process Automation & Artificial Intelligence (IRPA AI) has joined forces with Ruta N, a
Colombian 100% public institution owned by the City Mayoralty and dedicated to the development of
innovative technology-based businesses to launch the Digital Americas Pipeline Initiative. We’ll work
together to access IRPA AI’s membership network, trusted relationships, training, and certification
capabilities with the cost-effective technology talent pool in Medellín to develop trained, experienced,
and certified RPA and AI professionals on demand and at scale. For more information, visit
www.digitalamericas.ai or email info@digitalamericas.ai.

